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A function satisfying a Lipschitz property on an arbitrary set S is extended to 
the whole space E preserving the Lipschitz condition. This extension is obtained by 
performing the intimal convolution of two functions associated with the data of the 
problem. Comparison results between the generalized gradient of the extended 
function and that of the given function are provided. In view of applications, 
problems dealing with optimization and approximation of the extended function are 
studied. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In many areas, including optimization problems as well as some important 
questions of analysis, we have to deal with functions f satisfying a property 
17 only on a subset S of the whole space E. It is important to know whetherf 
can be extended to E preserving property ZI, i.e., whether there exists a 
function f,, defined and possessing property IZ on all of E, which is equal to 
f on S. Our present purpose is to study the extension of a function satisfying 
a Lipschitz property on S. For such a problem, an explicit formula for the 
extension was given forty-live years ago by E. J. McShane 161. We propose 
here an alternate extension obtained by performing the intimal convolution 
of two functions associated with the data of the problem. Although concep- 
tually identical to McShane’s procedure, the extension by inlimal 
convolution is more suitable for minimization problems. The difference will 
also appear to be relevant when comparing generalized gradients of the 
respective functions. This paper is divided into four parts. The first section is 
inroductory and deals with the definition and basic stability properties of the 
space of Lipschitz functions on a subset S. In Section II, we introduce the 
extension process by justifying it from the geometric viewpoint. The 
extension of new functions produced by scalar multiplications or particular 
binary operations is also tackled. Section III is devoted to comparison results 
between the generalized gradient of the extended function and that of the 
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initial function. In view of applications, we consider in Section IV problems 
dealing with optimization and approximation of the extended function. In 
particular, it will be proved that the search for global or local minima off on 
S is equivalent to the same problem on E with the extension as objective 
function. 
I. LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS 
Let E be a real Banach space and let ]] . ]( denote the norm on E. Given a 
nonempty subset S of E, f: E + R (the extended reals) is said to be Lipschitz 
(or Lipschitzian) on S with Lipschitz constant k > 0 iff is finite on S and if 
If(x>-f(~I~kllx-~ll for all x, y in S. (1.1) 
The class of all such functions is denoted by L?(S). The class of all 
L?(S) for k > 0 is the class of Lipschitz functions on S and is denoted by 
Lip(S). It is evident that f E Lip(S) only in the case where 
Ill f Ill = sup 
I 
If (x> -f (YI 
IIX- Yll 
;x, yES,x# y 
I 
< co. (1.2) 
]]I f I]] is the least number k such that (1.1) holds for J 
Suppose that X E S and define I]] f ]]lr = ] f (f)] + ]I] f ]I] for all f E Lip(S). 
Then, (Lip(S), III . llld is a Banach space [7, Sect 111.21.’ Since only the values 
off on S are relevant for our purposes, we will make a constant use of 7 
defined on E by 
m = f (xl ifxE S, +co ifnot. (1.3) 
In particular, the Lipschitz property off on S may be expressed in terms of 
infimal convolution2 as follows: 
Let f be non identically +oo or -CO on S; then f E L?(S) 
if and only if (1.4) 
fVkll.Il=fonS 
which is, furthermore, equivalent o 
j;Vkl(.Jl>fonS. (1.5) 
’ A priori, all the functionsf are from E into R. However, two functionsf, andf, which are 
Lipschitz on S and such thatf, =f2 on S are considered as identical. 
2 Let g and h be two functions from E into R; the intimal convolution of g and h is a 
function, denoted by g V h, which assigns to x E E the value infUSE (g(u) + h(x - u)) (by 
convention (-too) t (-co) = +co). The general properties of this binary operation, 
particularly those related to convex analysis, are developed in 18, Sect. 3; 5, Sect. 6.5; or 91. 
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Lip(S) is stable for usual operations like addition and left-scalar 
multiplication. Generally speaking, the composite of Lipschitz functions 
remains Lipschitz. More particularly, ifJi E Lip(S) for i = l,..., m and if v, is 
Lipschitz on the range of (f ,,..., f,,,), then rp(f, ,..., f,) E Lip(S). Some 
additional results can be derived from characterization (1.4). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let { fi}i,, be a collection offunctions in L?(S). If there 
exists 2~ S such that inf,,,A(Z) > -m (resp. such that sup,,,fi(Z) < +co), 
then infi,,fi (resp. SUpi~,fi) is in L?(S). 
Proof: We have that 
$4 = i$6 V k II II> = ($6) V k II II 
= (f$Pkll II 
Hence the result follows from (1.4). 
on S. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f, E Lt(S,), let fi be a proper function3’, and let S, 
denote the set where fi(x) < +03. Consider S such that S - S, c S,; then 
f, V f, is either identically --oo on S or is in L?(S). 
Proof. Since S c S, + S,, fI V f*(x) < +co on S. Now, let ff be a point 
in S where 7, V fi is finite. Consider x E S; for all u E S, we have that 
fi(x-a)+f*(~)=f,(~--)+f2(~)+fi(x-~)-ffi(~--) 
a.6 Vfi(+kllx-211. 
Thus, Tr V f*(x) > - co for all x E S. Hence, fI V f2 is finite on S. Let g be a 
function which is equal to f, on S, . By definition of the intimal convolution, 
we have that 
Consequently 
g v fXx) = ;$ 1 g(x - u) + f*(u) j* 
gVf*(x) =f1 VfAx) for all x E S 
and thereby 
“6 v fi = f, v f2 on S. (1.6a) 
We are now left with the task of proving the Lipschitz property ofyI V fi on 
S. We have that 
(.6vfJVkII. ll=(j;l~kll~ Il)Vfi- (1.6) 
3 f is said to be proper if f(x) < + co for at least one x and f(x) > --oo for every x. 
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Sincef, E Lf(S,),f, V k 1) 11 is equal tof, on S, . Therefore, by the property 
described above, 
(~,~kIIWS=fJf, on S. 
According to (1.6a) and (1.6) 
(~,~fJWI~II=~~ffi on S. 
Hence the result is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 1. Let f: E + (--co, +a~] be a proper function, let 
h E L?(E). Then f V h is either identically --a~ or is in L?(E). 
Like the left-scalar multiplication, the right-scalar multiplication &fined 
for 1E R* by 
f .A:xwf .A(x)=/If ; 
0 
preserves Lipschitz properties. Clearly, if f E L?(S), f L E Lt@S). Let us 
consider the particular case where V is a linear subspace of E. We denote by 7 
or, the function which is identically equal to +oo on V and by LLp(V) the 
space Lr(V)U {wy, - wr,}. Then, according to the propositions above, we 
have that 
(a) for allf,,f* in Lfp(V),J; VfZELy(V); 
7 
(b) 
---T- 
for all k E R*, for all f in Lip(V), f. A E Lj,!‘(V). 
For the sake of completeness, we recall that 
cmA>~~=vl 4w24 forallAE/RT [8, Sect. 31. 
II. EXTENDING THE RANGE OF A LIPSCHITZ FUNCTION 
Let S be a nonempty subset of E and let f E L?(S). In 1934, McShane 
showed that such a function f could be extended to the whole space E by 
preserving a Lipschitz condition. Actually, his procedure yielded an explicit 
formula for the extension f S*k which was 
f”*“(x) = ;y~ if(u) - k Ilx - u II 1. (2.1) 
f”,” turns out to be Lipschitz on E (with k as Lipschitz constant) and 
coincides with f on S. 
For reasons which will be developed later (Sections III, IV), we define 
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another extension which is conceptually related to McShane’s one [6]. The 
addition of the cone X = { (x,~) E E X R, ,U > k Ilxll} to the epigraph of $ 
gives, geometrically, an idea of what should be the epigraph of a possible 
extension. In an analytic way, the addition of epigraphs of functions (nearly) 
corresponds to their infimal convolution since 
f V g(x) = inf{a E R 1 (x, a) E epi f + epi g}. 
Therefore, the definition of the extended function fS,k comes naturally from 
Section I as 
fs.k=fW II. (2.2) 
In a more explicit way, 
fs,,(x> = &f, {f(u) + k lb- ~111 for all x E E. (2.3) 
THEOREM 1. If f E L?(S), then fS,k E L?(E) and coiitcides with f on S. 
Proof Due to the Lipschitz property off on S, fS,k is finite everywhere. 
So, according to Corollary 1, fS,k E L?(E). Moreover, following the charac- 
terization (1.4), fS,k = f on S. I 
Although it will not be always stated precisely, the extension is associated 
to a triple (fi S, k) with f Lipschitz on S and k > 111 f 11. Of course, if I > k, 
f,,,(x) > JY3k(~) for all x, the inequality being strict when x @G cl S (closure of 
0 
Remarks 1. Actually, f Sgk is closely linked to fS,k since McShane’s 
extension applied to -f yields the negative of the extension off by infimal 
convolution. Although the representation as an infimal convolution has 
advantages for minimization problems, McShane’s extension is the natural 
counterpart for maximization problems. Nevertheless, the use of fS,k- will 
appear to be more suitable for comparing the generalized gradient off and 
f,,, (see definitions in Section III). 
Furthermore, for any g E L?(E) coinciding with f on S, we have that 
f(u) - k Ilx - u II < g(x) G f(u) + k Ilx - u II VUES, VXEE. 
Thus. 
so that f”+k and fS.k are, respectively, the “minimar’ and the “maximar’ 
extensions (off) in L?(E). 
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2. The extension process (2.2) has been implicitly used in other places. 
Thibault [ 11, pp. 44-451 used it to point out the local nature of the 
generalized gradient. Theorem 1 was proved by him in a direct way. 
Hiriart-Urruty ([2, Chap. VII; 3; 4) carried out the process for the 
particular functionfwhose value on S isf(x) = - d,,(x) (dsr: distance to the 
complementary set SC of S in E). The resulting extension was the function 
d,(x) = d,(x) - d,,(x). (2.4) 
Some elementary properties of the extension operation are collected in the 
following statement. 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) Let {fi}i,I be a collection ofjiinctions in L?(S). We 
suppose that there exists 2E S such that inf,,, f,(n) > ---CL). Then 
(y&k = ‘irf ui)S,k 
(b) Let f E L?(S), g E L?(S) and A > 0. Then 
&if) S,lk = Afs.k and (f +g> S,k+l a&k + &,l* 
(c) Let f E L?(S) and 1 > 0. Then (f A),,,, = fS,k A. In particular, 
if S is a cone (i.e., AS c S for all A > 0) and iff is positively homogeneous on 
S, fS,k will be positively homogeneous on E. 
(d) Let V be a linear subspace of E, letf, g in L?(V). We suppose that 
70 g is not identically --co on V. Then 
(fv i%,k =f”.k ’ gl’,k- 
Proof. Parts (a), (b) and (c) are immediate to obtain. 
(d) According to Proposition 2, TV g is in L?(V). By definition of the 
extensions, 
which reduces to (TV g> V k )I . 11. IV g(x) = +co when x6$ V. Hence, 
fV g = dfV s> and the result is proved. 1 
To sum up the consequences of the extension operation df, S, k) - fS,k, 
we can write 
(a) Lip(S) + Lip(E) 
cif +.a S,lk+ul > Afs,k + p’Ss,/ 
for all L > 0, p > 0, f E L?(S) and g E LfP(S). 
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(/I) L?(V) + Lt( v), V vector subspace of E 
Kf A> v c&T P)lY,k = (fV.k A) v (&A . PI9 
provided that (f A) V (g p) is not identically -co on V and 13 > 0, p > 0. 
We are now interested in reducing the set of u E S wheref(u) + k 11x - u[I 
has to be known in order to computef,,,(x). For that, let us suppose that S 
is closed; the extension of f E L?(S) considered as a function on bd S 
(boundary of S) is a priori larger than fS,k. However, the two extensions 
coincide on S’. . 
PROPOSITION 4. Let S be a nonempty closed subset of E. Then 
fdx> = fbdS&) for a[/ x @ s. 
Proof. Let x 4 S and u E S. There exists u E bd S n [x, U] such that 
11x-uil=ilx-vll+llv-ull.Thus, 
i.e., fS,k(x) > fbdS,k(x) for all x E SC. Hence the result is proved. 1 
Actually, the proof above brings to light what is relevant with respect to 
the computation of fS,k. Given x 6Z S and u E S, let u,(u) be in [x, u] n bd S 
and let S, = (u,(u) I u E S}. S, might be thought as the part of bd S 
illuminated by a light source at x (see Fig. 1). According to the proof above, 
we have that 
fs,dx) = fs,,dx). 
Along the same lines, observe that if f E L?(E) and if S is nonempty and 
different from E, fbdS,k = max{f,,,, fSc,k}. 
FIGURE 1 
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Generally speaking, computing f’,Jx) gives rise to an abstract 
optimization problem. It is important to know the behavior of the set of 
solutions (or of approximate solutions). Given E > 0 and x E E, let 
~(&,X)={~~SIf(~)+kllx-~ll~fS,k(X)+&}, 
M(x) = M(0, x). 
M(E, x) is nonempty for all x E E and all E > 0. Furthermore, if x E S, M(x) 
contains x and is reduced to {x) whenever k > Illflll. In this latter case, one 
can obtain a precise resulr on the behavior of M(E, x). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k > 111 f 11 and let E > 0. Then, for all x E E, we have 
that 
suPIllu-xll,uEM(&,X)}~ (. s C’ 
2 IllfIll + c d (x) + E 
where ( denotes k - Illflll. 
Proof. Let u E M(E, x), let ZE S. By definition, 
f(u) + k (lx - ull <f(x) + k [Ix -XII + E. 
Since f(Z) -f(u) < lllf[ll 11~ - u I(, the preceding inequality yields 
kllx-~ll~lllflll~ IF--ll+kIlx-xll+&. 
(2.5) 
Therefore 
~lIx-~llGlllflll(Il~-4l-llx-4l>+kIl=~ll+~ 
G lllflll IL- XII + k lb-XII + E 
G (2 IllfIll + a IIX -XII + E* 
Hence 
Ilx - u(I < 2 “I”: + r1(x -XII + ;. 
Consequently, 
and the result (2.5) is proved. 1 
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The result of the Proposition above implies that for all {x,} converging to 
x, E S and for all {Ed} c IRT converging to 0, lim,,, u, = x0, whenever 
U, E M(E,, x,) for all n, provided k > Illf/. A weaker result, sufficient for the 
sequel, would be that M(x,) c lim SUP~+~ M(E,, x,) for all {x,} converging 
to x0 E S and for all {E,} c IRT converging to 0. Actually, the result is not 
true for general S when k = jj[jJ. 
III. THE GENERALIZED GRADIENT OF THE EXTENDED FUNCTION 
Given a function f Lipschitz in a neighborhood of x0 E E, the generalized 
gradient off at x,, in Clarke’s sense [l] is a subset of E* (topological dual 
space of E) denoted by af(x,) and defined as follows: 
af(xO) = {x* E E*, (x*, d) <p(x,; d) for all d E E}, (3.1) 
where 
f”(xO; d) = limsfp [f(x + Ad) -f(x)] A-‘. 
,1-O+ 
(3.2) 
The definition of the generalized gradient for an arbitrary function requires 
some preliminary definitions. Let X be a real Banach space, let A be a subset 
ofXand let u,EclA. 
DEFINITION 1. 6 is a tangent direction to A at U, if and only if for every 
sequence {u,} c A converging to u,, and for every {A,} c R ,* converging to 
0, there exists a sequence {S,} converging to 6 such that U, + 1,,6, E A for 
all n. 
The cone of all tangent directions to A at U, is the tangent cone to A at U, 
and will be denoted by T(A; u,) or T,(u,). Its polar cone, i.e., the set of 
n E E* such that (n, S) < 0 for all 6 E T,(u,) is called the normal cone to A 
at u0 and will be denoted by N(A; u,,) or NA(uO). 
Let f: E -+ R be finite at x,, . Starting from the geometric concept of 
tangent cone, the generalized directional derivative off at x0 is defined by 
(3.3) 
with the usual convention that inf 0 = + 03. When f is Lipschitz around x0, 
f %l; .) agrees with f”(x, ; .). The generalized gradient at x0 for general f is 
then defined as in (3.1) with f u(xO; .) substituting for f”(xO; .). The 
relationship with the normal cone is given as follows 
af (X0) = {X* E E* I (X*5 m-1) E NepiAX”> f (X0))}* (3.3)0 
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For the indicator function of a subset S 
6,(x)=0 if xES, 6,(x) = + 00 if x 6Z S, 
one has 38,(x,) = N(S; x,,). For more details on what has been recalled 
above, see [ 1 and 3 1. 
Concerning the generalized gradients off and f,,, (such as defined in the 
previous paragraph), we have general comparison results. 
THEOREM 2. Let x,, E S. Then 
(a) fir ~11 k > IllfIlL &J = ~fs,kd + KC x0). 
(b) for all k > Illflll, afs,k(xo) c $(x,,) n kB*, where B* denotes the 
closed unit ball in E*, 
(c> for all Cl, k) such that 12 k > Illflll~ fs,k(~o> = ~?s,~W~ 
Pro05 (a) Since fS,k coincides with f on S, we have that 
f=fw + 4. 
Then the announced result follows from the calculus rule giving an estimate 
of the generalized gradient of the sum of two functions [ 10, Theorem 21. 
(b) fS,k is Lipschitz with constant k; therefore f g,k(xo; d) Q k Ild(J for 
all d and afs,k(xo) c kB*. 
If x0 E int S, f,,, = f = f in a neighborhood of x,; thus 
afs,k(xo) = @(x0) = af (xl4 
Let now x0 E S n bd S. We have fs,Jx,,) = f(x,) = f (x0); the inclusion 
3fs,Jxo) c @x0) is then equivalent o the following one 
TepiAxo) f (x0)) c Tepifs.k(xo 9 f (x0))* (3.4) 
Let (d PU) E Tepir<x,, f (x0)). W e consider a sequence {x,) converging to x0 
and a sequence {A,) c IRT converging to 0. With {x,} and {A,} we associate 
a sequence {Zn} c S such that 2, E M(Ai, x,) for all n. Since k > ))I f 111, 
according to Proposition 5, {,?,} converges to x0; thereby the sequence 
{(%,f (X,))} converges to (x,,,f (x0)) in epi f: Since (d,p) E Tepi7(x,,f (x0)), 
there exists a sequence {(d,, p,J} converging to (d, p) such that 
f(-f, + 4td,) < f (%) + 4,c1, for all n. 
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Due to the Lipschitz property off,,,, we get that 
fs,&n + WJ &f&J + k lb, - frill + h,. 
Since X, E M(1:, xn), 
fdxn + ~“4) ~fs,k(Xn) + 4701, + 4J 
Hence, since Cd,, A, + ,a,,> + (4 PU), (4 PU) E Tepifs.k(Xo 3 f(Xo)> and the 
inclusion (3.4) is proved. 
(c) Let {x, } be a sequence converging to x0, let {A, } c (R$ be a 
sequence converging to 0 and let 
As before, we associate a sequence {X,} c S converging to x0 such that 
f(Tt> + k I/x, - -f, II G fs,kJ + A:, . (3.4a) 
Thus. 
Q, < lfS.,& + 44 + k/Ix, -%II -fs,,h41&’ 
G Ifs,/& + A”4 -f&J1 A,’ +&I from (3.4a) 
G If&n + A”4 -fs,rKJl G’ + 4. 
Consequently, fY-Jxo; d) <<f”,,,(x,; d) for all d. Hence, a17,,(x,) is included 
in &.l(xo)e I 
Remarks. If (d, p) E TepiAx,, , f(x,)), clearly d E T(S; x0). Conversely, 
one easily shows that if d E T(S; x,,), then (d, a) E TepidxO, f(x,)) for all 
u 2 k lldll. Briefly, if f E L?(S) and if x0 E S, the projection of 
7’,,ir(xo, f(x,)) on E in a direction parallel to R is exactly T(S; x,,). 
For the sake of completeness, one can also observe that the polar cone to 
@(x0) turns out to be the section of Tepii(xo, f(x,)) at the level 0, that is to 
say, 
[@(xo>I” = {d E E I (4 0) E TepiJ(Xo 3 f(xo>>l* 
This can be proved following the process described in [4, Proposition 61 for 
a particular function J: 
When f is convex on S (i.e., when $ is convex on E), comparison results 
(a) and (b) in Theorem 2 become equalities. Actually, we shall demonstrate 
that Jhese equalities hold in a more general situation we can call “the tangen- 
tially convex case.” 
A classical way to get a conical approximation of a subset S at x0 E cl S 
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is to consider the cone of adherent displacements for S from x,, .4 This cone, 
denoted by T,(x,) or T(S; x,) is defined by 
T(S; x,,) = (6 E El 31,1 0, 6, -+6withx,+A,6,ESforalln}. 
If T(S; x,-J, which is always included in T(S; x0) [3], coincides with it, S is 
said to be tangentially convex at x0. Concerning the corresponding notion on 
functions, f: E --) R will be called tangentially convex at x0 if f is finite at x0 
and epi f is tangentially convex at (x0, f (x,,)). In an analytic way, f is 
tangentially convex at x0 if and only if 
f0(x,;d)=liy$f[f(x,+A6)-f(x,,)]kp’ for all d. 
&cl 
In particular, tangential convexity holds in the “convex case,” i.e., when f is 
convex, and in the “tangential linear case,” i.e., when f is sufficiently smooth 
at x0 [ 10, Sect. 31. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose E finite-dimensional. Let 7 be tangentially convex 
at x0 E S, let k > lllf Ill. Then,f,,, is tangentially convex at x0 and 
(a> afs,k(xo) = @(x0) n kB*; 
@I @<x0> = afs,,(xo) + W; -x0>- 
Proof. (a) Let X = {(d,p), k lldll <P}. Due to the Lipschitz property 
off,,,, and choosing (d,, ,u,) = (d,lu), we have that XC Tepifs,k(Xo, f (x0)). 
Thus, it follows from (3.4) that 
TepiAXo 3 f (x0)) + cz c TepiLy.k(xo, f (x0)). 
We will now prove a similar comparison result, namely 
(3.5) 
Tepifs.k(Xo 3 f (X0)) c Tepi AX0 3 f (X0)) + r* (3.6) 
Let (d, p) E TePifs,JxO, f (x0)); there exists a sequence {A,} c IRT converging 
to 0 and a sequence {d,, ,uu,} converging to (d, p) which satisfy 
f&o + Ld,) < f Go) + 4~ for all n. 
Let X, E M(Ai, x0 + A, d,). Inequality (3.7) becomes 
f (-9 + k It%, - (xo + Ard,)ll <f (xo> + &,P, + 1:. 
(3.7) 
(3-g) 
It follows from (2.5) that (X, -x,)/A, is bounded. Therefore there exists a 
subsequence of (X,}, denoted like the original sequence, such that d, = 
4 This cone is also called the contingent cone IO S al x0. The general properties of this 
concept may be found in 15, Chap. I]. 
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(2, -x,)/J+, converges to a limit d By construction itself, dE T(S; x0); 
moreover (3.8) can be rewritten as follows 
f@, + &,6J <f(x,) + 4,b, + 4, -k II& - 41. (3.9) 
Consequently, (d, p - k 1) 6- dl]) belongs to T&x,,, f(x,)). Finally, the 
decomposition 
allows us to derive the inclusion (3.6). 
When f is tangentially convex at x0, we deduce from (3.5) and (3.6) that 
TepidXoT f(%>> +x = ‘epifs,k(Xo, f(Xo>> = Tepifs.k(XO 3 f(X,))* 
A,, is then tangentially convex at x,, and the equality above expressed in 
terms of generalized gradients yields that afs,k(xO) = @x,) n kB*. 
(b) We already noted that the projection of Tepii(xO,f(xO)) on E was 
T(S; x,,). Similarly, it is easy to check that the projection of T,,i7(xo, f(x,)) 
is exactly T(S; xJ. Hence, the tangential convexity of 7 at x0 induces the 
tangential convexity of S at x0. Then, writing f as fS,k + 6, as previously, 
equality (b) in the theorem follows from [ 10, Theorem 21. 1 
IV. OPTIMIZATION AND APPROXIMATION RESULTS 
IV.1. Given S a nonempty subset of E and f E L?(S), we consider the 
problem of minimizing (at least locally) f on S 
P> Minimize f on S. 
A device for converting the constrained optimization problem (P) into an 
unconstrained one is to consider 
m Minimize J‘on E. 
Of course, x,, is a (local) minimum off on S if and only if x0 is a (local) 
minimum off on E. We shall demonstrate that similar properties hold for the 
extended function f,,, , with the advantages that f,,, is finite and Lipschitz 
over all E. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be closed in E. 
(a) x,, is a global minimum off on S if and only if x0 is a global 
minimum offs,k on E (k > 0). 
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(b) x0 is a local minimum off on S if and o&y f x0 is a local 
minimum ~ff,,~ on E whenever k > ll\f (((. 
Proof: (a) Let x0 E S such that f (u) > f (x0) for all u E S. Clearly, 
f,.,(x) = &f If &I + k IIx - u II 12 f&J for allx E E. 
Conversely, let x0 be a global minimum off,,, on E. The only thing to prove 
is that x0 necessarily belongs to S. For that, suppose ds(xo) = a > 0. Let 
.?E S be such that 
f.&o) > J-(-f) + k II 2 - xo II - F. (4.1) 
Since fS,k agrees with f on S and X is in S, we have that 
04 > fS.kbJ and IF-x,II >a. 
That is inconsistent with inequality (4.1); hence a = 0 and since S is closed 
x0 E s. 
(b) Let x0 E S be a local minimum off on S. So, there exists p > 0 
such thatf(u) >f(x,,) whenever u E S and JJu - x0// <,o. According to (2.5), 
there exist p0 > 0 and E, > 0 such that 
lx--0ll GPO 
E < 61 I * IIf--x,lI GP for all X E M(e, x). 
Consequently, fS,k(x) > f (x0) whenever I/x - x0 11 < po. 
Conversely, let us prove that x, local minimum off,,, on E is in S. There 
exists p > 0 such that j$ >2,4’ if I/x - x0 II< p. Let us suppose that 
ds(xo) = a > 0; we set E < (k/2) min@, a) and we choose ff E S satisfying 
fs.&o) > f @I + k Iiff- ~011 - 6. 
Let 8 = f min@, a) and x’ = x0 + 19(.? - x0)/@ - x0 11. We have that 
fs,,N > f(f) + k /If - xoll - 6, (4.2) 
2 4 S and I( x - x0 I( = 113 - 111+ 8. We deduce from (4.2) that k@ < E; hence 
the contradiction from the choice of E. # 
The properties we have just proved show that fS,,, acts very much like a 
penalized function associated with the objective f and the constraint 5’. In 
connection with that, note that lim,,,,,, fS,k = +co whenever S is bounded. 
Computing iteratively local minima of a function g usually leads to 
stationary points, i.e., to x satisfying 0 E ag(x). With regard to this aspect of 
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the problem, Theorems 2 and 3 provide comparison results for stationary 
points off and fS,k. 
IV.2. In problems dealing withf,,,, one may be led to the consideration 
of approximations of fS,k, for example by extending an approximation off 
on a subset S, easier to handle than S. If {f,,, S,} converge to (f, S} in a 
certain sense, does the extension off, on S, converge to the extension off on 
S? To answer this question, we make some assumptions. 
Let 7 > 0 and S, = S + @; we will first suppose that 
C-4) fn E JGYKJ for all 12. 
{S,, S} is a collection of nonempty closed subsets of E; we suppose that S, 
converges to S in the Hausdorff sense, i.e., 
(4) max{yg d&), ;ya 4(x)1 + 0 whenn++ co. 
For n large enough, S, c S, and following (dr), f, E Lf(S,). We specify 
this assumption by imposing that (11 f, \(I = sup{ 1 f,(x) - f,( y)I/II x - y I(; 
x, y E S,, x # y} satisfies 
(4 k - Ill fn III = t, > t for n large enough. 
Finally, the convergence off,, towards f is assumed in the following sense 
(4) f” + f uniformly on each bounded subset of S. 
Clearly, f E L?(S). We denote the respective extensions by 
c,(x) = ,‘,“sf If,(u) + k Ilx - u II 1, 
v(x)= ~fc”~fW++-ul). 
THEOREM 5. Under assumptions (~4,) to (“5pq), q,, converges to rp 
uniformly on each bounded subset of E. 
Outline of the ProoJ Let E > 0. With each x in a bounded subset C of E, 
we associate x’, E S satisfying. 
f,,(x;) + k IIx - G II < v,(x> + E. (4.3) 
According to Proposition 5, we have that 
,lxc,-x,,< 2lllf$lf~~ 
n d,@) + ;- n 
(4.4) 
Since S, 9 S, one associates with x’, an element X’, in S satisfying 
I( x: - x: II< E for n large enough. Following (4.4), such x7, are in a bounded 
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subset of S whenever x is in C. We rewrite f,(xi) as [f,(xi) -f,(zFz)J + 
I.M-C> - fW1 + KC>. H ence, we derive from (4.3) for some K and for n 
sufficiently large 
rp(x) < P,(X) + Kc for all x in C. 
The converse inequality is proved following the same pattern. 1 
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